
 

Tigryna: Peace poetry 
 

  Dear reader today I will talk about continued research and it results. First more than 20 years ago I 

have collected more than two hundred Tigryna poems.  They were composed between 1697 and 1916. 

The oldest of them all is Epic poem that was born in 1697. The title of this collection is ‘’collection of 

(Tigryna) Poetry’’. It is one of my unpublished works. 

 

  After the collection a new idea was born that wants to analyze and classify them. This was great idea 

because it leads from general to particular. 

 

  Under this scheme (or ordered system) we can see Tigryna popular poetry in detail. 

  So far my book ‘’Tigryna Popular Poetry as Medium of Communication’’ has registered 18 kinds of 

Tigryna popular poetry. These are ballads, couplets, Elegiac, epic, erotic, folk, historical, humorous, 

love, lyric poetry, nursery rhymes, pastoral, puerperal, religious poetry, satirical verse, war, wedding 

poetry. 

 

   After the publication of my work ‘’Tigryna Popular Poetry as Medium of Communication’’ the 

research continued. The new research suggest that there is another kind of Tigryna poetry left called 

‘’Tigryna peace poetry’’.  

 

   So, in addition to what so far is done, today’s topic is ‘’Tigryna peace poetry’’. For this we have 

two examples. The author of the first is beshay Debesay but the second that concerns King Johannes 

(IV) is anonymous.  Plus the first inspires to a peaceful life while the second talks about the peace that 

is lost.  

 

   But all together they have both the same stanza consisted of six series of lines. At the end of each 

line has the same sound ስ or ሱ. The first poem is consisted of 28 (without ዶ) words while the second 

of 23. 

 

   Sometimes I ask myself ‘can we see heroes in literature without studying their poems, proverbs, etc. 

‘’. For me the answer is no. I always keep saying to myself that there is no mind that can shine without 

studying its literature. Now I will let you taste the small quantity of Tigryna peace poetry. 
 
 

I) ማስሰ ናይ ባሻይ ደበሳይ ወድዲ ባሕረነጋሲ ጭሮም  ዝ ነበረት ማስሰብህልቲ አብ ኳዓቲት አብ እቲ ዓመት 1915  
ምእንቲ ዐረቐ ክልትተ ብኡሳት ዓድዲታት: ኮዓቲት እውን ዓድዲ ሐርገጽ: 

 
>> መጺእኩም ዶ ሰብ ሐዶዳ1 ፈረስ 
ሰብ ሐደድም ሰብ ሐዶዳ ፈረስ 
ሰብ ጨዓሎ ሰብ ሐዶዳ ፈረስ 
እዛ ሕምማቕ መዓልቲ አይትመለስ 
ን ሔዋን እክኳ ዝ አስሐትዋ ድያብሎስ 
ቀንጢቦም አብልዕዋ ዕጸ በለስ.<< 

 
ቢሉ አልቀሰ. ድሓር ኮሎንነልሎ ቶኒኒ ሰምዐ . ድሕሪ እዙ ንስሱ በለ ‘’ዐሪቑለይ ክልትተ ብኡሳት ዓድዲታት’’. ምእንቲ እዚ ንስሱ 
ከደኖ ናይ ሐንቲ ጣቓ2 (ዓለባ). 

Its English Translation: 

 
   >> Song of bashay Debesay son of Bahre-negasi Chrom. Song that he had sung in Coatit in the 
year 1915 of the mercy to the people of Coatit and Addi Hargez: 
   
  >> You have come, oh men from the horses proceeding in mass? 
Men of Hadadem, men from the horses proceeding in mass? 
Men of Ciaalo,men from the horses proceeding in mass? 



That this bad day (of your discords) no longer returns!   
Even for Eve the devil, who seduced her, 
those eating a fruit from the tree of fig pulling! (Eve was also recommended to evil with the lure of 
good things)<<. 
   >> As he had sung so, Colonel Tonini, hearing him, he said ‘’He made me is that two people  in 
quarrel reconciled’’ and he overlaid it with a robe taqha<<. 
      Song sung in the festivities of a marriage contact to signify the end of a long contest between the 
people of Hadadem and those of Ciaalo. The author has a reputation for being, along with Cahsai 
Semdi, the best improviser Eritrean songs. 

 
 

II) >>ከመይ ኢኹም ዮውሐንንስ ንጉሱ 
ን ነጋዳይ ንስስኹም ምርኩሱ 
ን ሐረስታይ ንስስኹም ዋሕሱ 
ን ፈላሲ ንስስኹም መቅደሱ 
ቅብኢ ቅድዱስ መተምማ ፈሲሱ 
ዝብኢ ወድድአና ገገስጊሱ. << 

 
   >>How are you, John or king? 
To the merchant you were his stick support  
to the farmer you were his guarantor  
to the hermit you were his sanctuary 
the holy oil was poured in Metemma! 
Hyenas ate there, each coming at night. << 
 
 
 

>> Come stai, o Giovanni e re?   
al mercatante eri il suo bastone d’appoggio 
all’agricoltore eri il suo garante 
all’eremita eri il suo santuario 
L’olio santo a Metemma fu versato ! 
Le iene ci consumarono, ciascuna nottetempo 
venendo. <<

 

 
Vocabulary building 

ሐዶዳ1 
= mass that moves, fleeing, etc.. …ጂምላ ዝ ይወዛወዝ/ይቀሳቐስ, ይሀድም, እኩተ (እውን ኩልሉ ተረፍ)  

ጣቓ2 
(ዓለባ) Calico; 1) a type of rough cotton cloth that has a pattern printed on it. 2) … 

Geography: Addi Hargez Ciaalo, Hadadem … are villages in Ekkeleguzai (Eritrea). And Metemma is 

a small town in northwestern of Gondar (Ethiopia) where King Johannes died while he was in action. 
His death was the greatest earthquake of its time to Tigray.  
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